Take off with
Indra Avitech
Career

BECOME A MEMBER OF THE
INDRA AVITECH TEAM!
Join us in building a visionary air traffic control business
Indra Avitech – Where air traffic control is a passion
To us, the development of global aviation solutions is more than just a job – it is a passion.
And we are looking for motivated individuals to join us and share our enthusiasm for
state-of-the-art air traffic control solutions. As a long-time pioneer, we feel committed to
provide not only cutting-edge products and services for our clients, but also exceptional
workplaces for our team, in which your individual skills and commitment can truly make a
difference. In order to continue on our successful path, we are constantly looking for skilled
and motivated individuals from all over the world to come on board and join us in shaping
the aviation industry of tomorrow.

A multinational team providing cutting-edge aviation
solutions around the world
Today Indra Avitech’s future-oriented solutions are used by clients in more than 50
countries world wide. Our client base is constantly growing and includes civil and military
air navigation service providers, government agencies, civil aviation authorities and
airlines around the globe. Therefore, depending on your specific job, you will also have
the opportunity of supporting our world wide customers at locations such as the new
international airport in Dubai or Ottawa. Our workforce reflects our global international
presence, and we have skilled employees from 20 different nations working together in
close collaboration at our locations.

Find out more about our references at www.indra-avitech.aero

Ensuring safer & cleaner
skies now and in the
future
Indra Avitech’s mission is to support the
creation of a safer, cleaner, integrated
civil and military Air Traffic Management
System by supplying databases, tools, and
processes to the aviation system. Air Traffic
Control’s key function lies in ensuring a safe
separation between individual aircrafts
and between aircrafts and obstacles
during taxiing, take-off, en-route flight
and landing. This is where environmental
protection and economic efficiency go
hand in hand, as efficient routing reduces
total flight times, saves fuel and minimises
pollution. Global satellite navigation
systems are the backbone of this so-called
ICAO Performance Based Navigation (PBN)
concept, the implementation of which has
the highest priority at the ICAO and is fully
supported by Indra Avitech. If you share this
vision of safe, efficient and environmentally
friendly flying, you certainly should consider
joining Indra Avitech.

Bratislava (Slovakia)

Where a pioneering spirit is truly in the air
Did you know that the area around Bodensee is one of the pioneering regions
of modern aviation? This is from where Graf Zeppelin and Claude Dornier started
their aviation success stories and today is a true aviation technology hub located
in a beautiful and traditional landscape, where others go on holiday. The Dornier
DO 24 seaplane began its successful world tour from here in 1930.

Friedrichshafen (Germany)

Exciting careers for smart people
Being a part of Indra Avitech means more
than just developing and selling software
products for aviation. Our professionals
deal with the entire aeronautical data
and aeronautical messaging systems
lifecycle, from concept and requirements
definition, to design pro¬cess and software
development, sales and customer support.
Customer data migration, planning and
supporting operational cut-over is also a
part of our services. This means working
in a multinational and enthusiastic team
and discovering your individual career
opportunities in the following areas:

■
■
■
■

Software Development and IT-Services
Project management
Product Management
Administration

So why work for Indra Avitech?
We asked members of our team why they
would recommend Indra Avitech to you. And
this is what they said:

■
■

■

■
■

Indra Avitech provides a range of career
developement opportunities, including
personal developement strategies and
training courses to enable each individual
to plan a future career with us. If you are
interested in writing your Bachelor or
Master thesis at Indra Avitech, get in touch
with us!

Interesting industry, challenging projects.
Indra Avitech is a very dynamic and flexible
company that allows professionals to grow
with the company and satisfies customers
with personalised attention and care.
Working here requires a high degree of
personal responsibility and gives you the
opportunity to actively take part in the
development of products and projects.
You can work in an exciting international
environment, together with colleagues
and clients from various different cultures.
Junior employees are always welcome
to take on responsibility and to show
personal initiative.

Send us your application today
For more information on the application process please go to:
www.indra-avitech.ero/our-expertise/our-references
In addition to our headquarters in Friedrichshafen, Indra Avitech also has carrer
opportunities in its subsidiaries at the following fine locations:
Konstanz, Langen (Frankfurt am Main), Bratislava.
Indra Avitech GmbH is a member of the Indra Group

www.indra-avitech.aero
Indra Avitech GmbH Central Office
Bahnhofplatz 3, 88045 Friedrichshafen, Germany
Email: marketing@indra-avitech.aero
Phone: +49 (0) 7541 282-0 Fax: +49 (0) 7541 282-199
Offices in: Langen, Konstanz and Bratislava

Contact:
Jobs in Germany
Indra Avitech GmbH
jobs@ indra-avitech.aero
Phone: +49 (0) 7541 282-0

Jobs in Slovakia
Indra Avitech s.r.o
jobsk@indra-avitech.aero
Phone: +421 (0) 2 5564 2801

